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YOU’RE SCARED OF IT

YOU SMELL IT

YOU PLAY WITH IT

YOU WANT IT

YOU SEE IT

YOU USE IT UP

YOU LIVE WITH IT

YOU OWN IT

YOU SELL IT

YOU CLEAN IT

YOU HIDE IT

YOU HOLD IT

YOU RE-GIFT IT

CATEGORY 
SUGGESTIONS

Some ideas for categories when the die indicates “?” 

OBJECT  What’s It?™ challenges you and 
your fellow game-players to think creatively 
and think alike. Players work together as a 
team to beat the Doodler by matching 
answers to What’s It?™ doodles. The more 
answers you match, the more points you 
score! If the players score more points than 
the Doodler, the players win. If the Doodler 
scores more points, the game wins.

SET UP  Each player takes an answer 
board and a pen. Shuffle the doodle cards and 
place a stack of about 20 cards face down in 
the middle of the table. Place the die within 
reach of all the players.

Decide which player will be the scorekeeper 
and timekeeper. Give the scoreboard and 
timer to that player.

Use a paper towel to wipe the boards clean after 
each round. Over time, ink may stain the boards. 
To clean, wipe with a damp paper towel and a tiny 
amount of soap. 

What’s It?™ is a cooperative game. If necessary, adjust 
the rules for younger players so everyone has an equal 

chance. You might decide to give younger players 
60 seconds to write their answers or you might waive the 

3-answer rule. The goal is for everyone to have fun and 
work together to beat the Doodler!

COOPERATE!

INCLUDES
150  doodle cards
1  category die 
6  dry erase pens
6  answer boards
1  scoreboard 
1  30-second timer 

INSTRUCTIONS

Ages 8 to adult
2-6 players
20 minutes

™

I’M THE 

DOODLER!

JUST TRY TO 

BEAT ME!

LEARN TO PLAY!

1 MINUTE VIDEO
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What’s It?™ is played in rounds. All players play 
every round. 

WIN IT! If the players reach the WIN! line first, the players win! 
If the Doodler reaches the WIN! line first, the Doodler wins. If the players 
and the Doodler both reach the WIN! line in the same round, it’s a tie. 
Erase the scoreboard and start again!

HOW TO PLAY

It is up to the players to determine if two answers are a match. 

Spelling should not be considered when determining if two answers 

match. Here are some examples of what you might decide:

• Bonnet and Hat - NO match

• Crown and King’s Crown - YES match

• Oak Tree and Tree - YES match

• Christmas Tree and Oak Tree - NO match

• Spoke and Metal-wire-thing-that’s-inside-a-bike-wheel - YES match

SCORE IT! Reveal your answers one player at a time. If any answer 
matches any other player’s answer, it is a match. Circle your matches and 
don’t erase your board! After all players reveal their answers, total the 
number of matches to score the players’ round and then total the number 
of non-matches to score the Doodler’s round. Mark the boxes on the 
scoreboard to reflect the points scored in each round.

ROLL IT! Any player rolls the die and 
reads the indicated category aloud so all players 
know the category for the round. The category 
guides the players’ answers. 
  
         If a “?” is indicated on the die, the player who 
       rolled can choose any category for that round. 
The player can choose a category from the die, 
select from the category suggestions on the back 
of these instructions, or make up a category. 

WHAT’S A MATCH?

FLIP IT! The same player then flips a 
doodle card face up onto the table so all players 
can see it. 

ANSWER IT! What is the doodle? 
Remember the category. Use your imagination, 
but try to think like the other players! All players 
secretly write AT LEAST 3 answers.  

When 30 seconds are up, the timekeeper calls 
“time” and all players stop writing. If a player is 
mid-answer, he is allowed to finish writing his 
answer.

TIME IT! At the same time that the 
doodle card is flipped face up, the timekeeper 
immediately turns over the timer to start the 
30-second countdown.

Points are awarded as follows:

• Each answer that has a match is worth 1 point for EACH player who has 
 the matching answer.

• Each answer that does not have a match is worth 1 point for the Doodler.

• The Doodler gets an additional 3 points if any player writes fewer than 
 3 answers. The Doodler can only score 3 additional points per round no matter
 how many players write fewer than 3 answers.

YOU
WEAR

IT YOU
EAT
IT

 green pepper

ice cream sandwich 

 corn kernel

    hotdog

Players = 2 points, Doodler = 2 points 

hamburger

sandwich

Players = 1 point, Doodler = 4 points

(Doodler gets 3 points for fewer than 3 answers) 

Players = 3 points, Doodler = 0 points 

30      
SECONDS!

SCORING EXAMPLE • 3 PLAYERS, ROUND 1

Where to Start Scoring?

• PLAYERS - start scoring the game 
 at the Start line for the number 
 of players playing. 

• DOODLER - always start scoring 
 the Doodler at the Doodler Start 
 no matter how many players 
 are playing.

Total for Round: 
Players  = 6 points, Doodler = 6 points

Hot dog

Hamburger and bun

Pepper

DOODLER

3 PLAYER START

5 PLAYER START

4 PLAYER START

PLAYERS

For each round, total the points and mark the boxes to score.

PLAYERS DOODLER

2 PLAYER START

DOODLER START
6 PLAYER START

PLAYER 1

PLAYER 3

PLAYER 2
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